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This is yet another semi-complex set, much akin to hex arcanum... but different in how it works. And I
daresay its a bit more versatile than hex arcanum even was. Where hex could become different outfits
entirely, this works on an asymmetrical level instead, where you can variegate the outfit from left to
right side having one side short and the other very long... or you have it fully symmetrical, and with
different lengths.
If its not clear what all it can do right now, after reading the pdf and playing with the set, it will be
moreso.
To load the set, you will browse to Genesis 3/Clothing/Damage Inc/Rogue Element. In the very top level
of this folder, you will see “All Rogue Element outfit”, followed by 6 single figure files. The All Rogue
element outfit file is a wearable preset, that will load the entire outfit onto genesis for you. The
singular files will load each unique piece. Its also important to note, this has iray mats set as default on
all the figure files... so if you're a 3delight user, you will need to load 3delight mats before rendering.
First and foremost, this is an hd set. That means it has hd morphs on all the pieces that will render with
high definition details. This is explained later in the PDF.
Lets go over each piece included:
The pieces are pretty standard, in that there is no conglomeration of posable cloths to contend with.
But there are a couple that have posable parts.... the helm and loin cloth.
armor: the armor is a strapped bodysuit with a very short skirt and garter belts that hook to the
boots. It has a built in breastplate and hip plate that is tribal in design. It has utility materials that can
take each skirt off left or right, or both... make it strapless... and you can remove the plate left to right
as well. You can even hide the bodysuit entirely and leave only the plate for a skimpy metal outfit and
pasties (but you must use fit to genesis morphs for this option – discussed later)
Boots: Wedge styled high heel boots. These are thigh length, but because of how Ive built them, you can
make it a shorter boot leaving the short cloths on... or even a bootie, which is just the foot of the boot
and no upper, or even turn the foot off and leave any parts of the upper. You can also have Open or
closed lacing via the tongue off utility mat. You can even hide the lacing entirely for a fully open look
as well as have only the plates showing.
Gauntlets: These are much like the boots in design, so the same utility mats are available to make a long
sleeve, a short glove, an even shorter fingerless glove, no lacing, open lacing, or plate only.
Pauldrons: These are not AS kitbashable as the other pieces, but you can turn off any part left to right.
So you can leave a full left side, a short left side, and long right and so forth.
Helm: The helm has a few tricks too. And it has hair, which makes it even trickier. The hair is not a full
hair – it is merely faked to look like hair is underneath the helm. You can opt to leave the hair on, or
turn it off – you can even shut the front hair off, back hair off and tendrils off... as well as the
ponytail, respectively. You can hide the helmet itself, leaving only the face plates and you can hide any
part of the face plates from left to right. That aside, covering the helm's hair – it has a ponytail which
can be posed in a chain (its a chain rig) It has spread morphs that will spread the hair out so it looks
more wild and windblown. The hair on the helm itself, also has morphs – these will give it movement and
spreading too, so you can make it look windblown altogether. Note, these are actually pose control
styled morphs, so the poses will properly control them. As such, you will only find them under the
parameter tab, in actor/morphs/movement morphs (they will not show under shaping)
Loin Cloth: This is an additional piece that cannot be used on its own, rather it should be used with the
armor. It has little jewels that connect a front and back loin cloth (which are posable) to give more
coverage and one more way the outfit can be worn. The jewels attach to the bodysuit and hip plates (so
thereby, when turning the hip place off, you need to use the fit to genesis morph. The adjustment morphs
match the armor's adjustment morphs (so be sure to dial in the same morphs on both pieces) in addition,
as mentioned already... it has a fit to genesis morph, which matches the same morph on the armor (and
also must be used in tandem) Finally, there are front and back length morphs, so you can make them
longer.... and these morphs have the rig adjusted to them, so it will still pose properly.

There are also adjustment morphs on all the pieces, to help fit it to morphs not in the set. But the set
supports all the daz female figures.
HD MORPHS:
As mentioned, the set has HD morphs – 3 on each item, to be exact (with the exception of the hair, which
has 4) The details that are morphed in are significant scratching on the plates (giving it a battleworn
look) Deeper deformations on the plate, with a hammered metal look. And finally, wrinkles on the
cloth bits. The hair on the helm also has an hd morph, which will give it a bumpier look. You can use
any or all of them, as they are separated. To use them, simply dial them in, leave the sub d as is, and
render.
By default, the outfit pieces are all set at subd level 1, render subd level 3. If for any reason daz studio
becomes unresponsive or laggy on your system, you can zero the sub d for the viewport (but leave high
resolution on) and leave the render sub d at level 3... it will still render with the hd, even though it
wont show in the viewport. It will also render much slower with them dialed in, but they are optional,
so you can choose to leave them off if its too slow. While 2 of the morphs require subd level 2, the
scratches are done at subd level 3. You can lower this to subd level 2 and the ones that are at level 2 to
level 1, but do note that they will not look AS good than at their intended levels.
Fit TO GENESIS MORPHS Much like hex, The set can be worn different ways. The trick lies in special adjustment morphs that are
called Adjust to genesis. this time, these morphs are included on all the pieces, but will require the
underlying cloth to be turned off first, using the utility mats. This will make the plate fit to genesis
instead of the underlying cloth, giving you a plated outfit instead, as an option. There are special
utility presets for the armor, boots and gauntlets that will do this for you. Please Note: The zero
presets only zero the fit to genesis morphs, and not all morphs.

Hierarchical Presets:

Much like hex arcanum, this set includes presets, that change the way the set can be worn. It gives you
some concrete examples of what it can do (but it is in no way an exhaustive list of potential ways it
could be worn)
However, unlike hex, I have opted for a different route. The majority of these are actually hierarchical
materials (as opposed to wearable presets) The exception: Rogue Element Outfit is a wearable preset that
will load the entire outfit.
These hierarchical presets are included for both iray and 3Delight (in their respective materials folder,
in the presets folder) You must have the outfit loaded onto genesis 3 female to use these presets (having
them loaded alone in the scene without genesis, will not work)
The only issue with using these preset styles, is that you will lose it's style once you load different
materials onto it (as they are done with trans settings – using the very same utility mats that are also
included) So you will have to use the utility mats to reapply the proper trans settings to get the style
back, when using a different material. They are basically examples to get you started (and you can
always use them as they are set up, too)
There is, in addition, a preset I've intentionally left out. I wanted to note about it, because its an option
for you guys to be able to use. Originally called modus exiguus, this was to be a wearable preset that
enables a plate only look (sort of pasty formation) The way you go about getting this, is by using the
utility preset options in the utility mats folder, which will turn off the cloth on the
armor/boots/gauntlets and dial in the fit to genesis morphs at the same time. The caveat is that you
have to load the materials you want to use FIRST, before using the utility presets (applying materials
after will turn the hidden parts back on) I've left this preset out, coz its too hard to promo (too sexy)
and it would have caused additional headache if I needed to edit the figure files in testing, via making it
a wearable (and it would have had to be a wearable, since morphs are required for it)
You can also use this plate only option without the morphs dialed in, to use the plate on different
clothing entirely. How well this works depends on the clothing you're using it with. Flatter more basic
cloth will work easier, but with some cloth, you may have to make use of adjustment morphs that are
included (but it definitely can be done)

Below shows what the presets do, that are in the presets folder:
Modus Diversus (asymmetrical) - Changes the look from left to right, so each side has long vs short
items on each side.
Modus maximus – Just boots and gauntlets mode, with short cloths off. Tongues on all pieces are open,
so the lacing is showing skin.
Modus medius – shorter and truer gauntlet and shorter boot, shldr and big plate on pauldrons, and
just the helm without the plume and face plate with strapless armor
modus minimus – just the glove and bootie, sm plates on pauldrons and just the helm, turns the skirt and
straps off on the armor. Full open tongues with lacing and eyelets off.

But thats just the tip of the iceberg... because even more combinations are possible. With all the material
zones and mats in the set, the sky is the limit

Materials:

The set has a crazy amount of materials to it, lending to its versatility... and there are both iray
and 3delight. the thumbnails are color coded for less confusion
First and foremost, lets explain how these are set up. When you go into the materials folder, you
will see iray, 3delight and utility mats. Utility mats work across the board for either iray or
3delight.
Once you choose iray or 3delight, you will see hierarchical materials on the top level of those
folders. These will load full mats across the entire outfit in one click (but you must have them
loaded onto genesis 3 for it to work) For each 5 colors, there are 3 modes: Imperial, Revenant and
Sentinel. Imperial loads solid velvet cloths and shiny plate (the sort of knight in shining armor
mode) Revenant is war beaten, with dull plate with tattered and torn velvet. Finally, sentinel
loads leather in place of velvet, in a bit of a different way than the default (causing a truer
gauntlet on a sleeve, and a full bootie on the boot, for example) You can turn this last option
tattered if you wish (details explained below)
In the folders below, you have Mix + match and Presets (which is explained in the presets section
above this section of the pdf)
In the mix + match folder, There are 5 color sets here as well,and each and every piece is parted out:
Nimbus – tan with teal cloth and bronze metal
Ember – burnt sienna with red cloth and copper metal
Bane – Brown leather with green cloth and gold metal
Umbra – Straight Black with blue cloth and pewter metal
Ether – gray with purple cloth and silver metal. Because this is the most neutral color in the set,
you can Change the diffuse to become literally any color you would like (and why it was
important to include it)
The base leather was intended to be neutral, while the secondary cloth more colorful. This was so
they would mix and match well together no matter what color combos you use. Additional
matching leather secondary cloth is also included (so you can mix those up too, such as how the
sentinel version of the hierarchical materials are set up)
The hair on the helm has 15 possible colors you can load, besides that, and these also load by
themselves.
Because they are mix and match, you don't have to follow the setup outlined with the
hierarchical mats... you can have any leather, with any cloth with any metal you wish. There are
trans off and on options to make tattered cloth as well, or have the cloths solid (in the mix and
match mats folder) You can use this for either leather or velvet. Finally, there is a bootie/glove
mode on the gauntlets and boots. This creates a truer gauntlets (short glove) or a short boot,
using the same color materials on both.
Utility mats are also included for both 3delight and iray, which turn off certain pieces (be sure
you use the proper ones, when using 3delight or iray) Because there are so many, Im not going to
list them all out here (see my store page for the list) But suffice it to say, you can turn off any piece,
left or right side, so that proper variegation can take place. This functionality is what makes this
go from a symmetrical outfit, to asymmetrical and also what gives it its versatility.
These thumbnails are also color coded to cut down on confusion when using them. So each item's
utility mat set will have specific color according to the item, as a visual cue. Same thing goes for
the materials – all are color coded, so you can quickly identify the major color belonging to each
set.

Finally, there are a few Utility Presets as well. These are different from the utility mats, in that,
they will dial in the fit to genesis morph as well as hide the material (as explained in the presets
section of the pdf) And only the armor, boots, and gauntlets have these presets (they will be
located at the end of each grouping, with preset in the name) What they will basically do is turn
off everything except the plates (leaving you with pasty styled plating only) you can turn the left
or right off on the boots/gauntlets, or the entire thing (you will likely want to use the full,
however, since having one boot sole on and one off would be weird lol I just included the left and
right for full range control and consistency) To zero the morphs, there is also a zero morph
preset included... to turn the material back on, u just need to reload the materials. You can also
optionally just zero the morphs in daz studio on the shaping tab, if you don't want to reload
materials.

Material sets on figures:

This set also contains material sets on all the pieces of the outfit. It was to make my life easier
while I was texturing and making materials, due to the sheer volume of material zones it has. but
for those who may want to change the material settings, it makes theirs easier too. The material
sets are grouped by material... so there Primary material which controls the leather bits, and
primary trim for its trim. Then, there are secondary materials are for velvet cloth parts (which is
the skirt, short cloths and pauldron shoulders) as well as its trim. there is the plate material set,
which is for all the plate. Hardware for all the bolts and eyelets. Jewels where applicable, sole on
the boots and hair for the helm, and so forth.

Poses:

The set would not be complete without poses, which are located in the poses folder in with the
clothing. They are just some general poses that make her look more warrior-like. But these poses
are tricky, as they not only control Genesis, but they will also control the helm hair movement as
well as the loin cloth movement. They will also properly pose the feet for the high heeled boots (if
you wish them to be flat footed, you will have to zero the feet, alone)
If you own the arsenal add-on, there are additional poses in that set, for each weapon that comes
in the set. These too, will control the helm's hair, loin cloth as well as the ribbon of the polearm. ...
the pose thumbnails are color coded, so they are less confusing.

Rogue Element ARSENAL :

What set of mine would be complete without weapons? Much like hex, this too has an arsenal with
it, which contains a polearm (which is a long spear-like weapon) as well as dual-wielded glaives
and a shield, for use with the polearm. The weapons are created to complement the style of the
main armor. Poses are also included for these weapons, and they will also control the helm's hair
and loin cloth from the main set, so you get a flowy, dynamic look. And there are materials which
match all in the main set.
Also keep an eye out for a genesis 8 version for both sets – coming soon.

other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
Textures are 2048x2048

promotional credits:
● hex arcanum arsenal (bow and arrow) and Phantoms II, Lady Darkness hair & Hard
Liquor for Lady D hair by me
●

Moon cult, courage realm and lair by danie and marforno

●

Enchanted Forest by Stonemason

●

Vulture by Ken Gilliland

●

Fuzzy Tiger by alessandro_mastonardi

●

DAZ Big Cat 2 and hydra @ DAZ

●

Backgrounds by did-MC @ Rendo

:: quick reference troubleshooting ::
• No known issues.

For further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

